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LINE  MASTER 2  Classroom Tips for Fostering Self-Regulation 
 

Setting up your classroom:  

 • Limit distracting visual and auditory stimuli. Aim for a calm and peaceful feel. 
 • Keep clutter under control. Model effective organization. 
 • Group noisier activity spaces and quieter ones so they do not interfere with each other. 
 • Have a special place for student-teacher or student-student conferences. 
 • Be flexible with seating arrangements and consider when students might need a place  
       for calm and focused thinking or small-group work. 
 • Choose your transitioning signals carefully (e.g., a quiet drum, a subtle bell, music). 
 • Have a predictable (but flexible) routine to help students anticipate and prepare. 
 • Have available fidget toys or worry beads for calming. 
 • Keep track of triggers for hypo- or hyperactivity and make modifications to facilitate   
       self-regulation. 
   •  Create a safe and caring environment where students feel they have ownership. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fostering emotional regulation: 

 • Familiarize yourself with resources on emotional self-regulation (e.g., CASEL,  
    Edutopia, the Canadian Safe School Network). 

 • Encourage and reinforce cooperation, collaboration, tolerance, respectful behaviour, and  
       kindness. Trust matters! 
 • Introduce relaxation techniques, such as deep breathing, mindful awareness, and yoga. 
 • Modulate your own emotional responses and share how you do it. 
 • Help students to express their feelings using the directing, relating, and expressing  

    functions of language (see pp. 27–31 of this resource). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Strategizing to enhance focus and attention:  

 • Be consistent in teaching and learning techniques and scheduling so students can  
    anticipate, get prepared, and focus accordingly. 

 • Teach goal-setting and planning strategies directly. 
 • Build up attention span by eliminating unnecessary interruptions and providing  

    appropriate breaks. 
 • Watch for indications of the need for some help, and indicate that students need to  

    develop appropriate help-seeking strategies. Ask students to consider what they can  
    do when they are stuck, confused, or need more information. 

 • Help students develop methods to self-monitor (e.g., lists, folders, sticky notes). 
 • Look for ways to make learning fun, motivating, and engaging. 
 • Provide concentration spots where students can go if they need extra quiet or limited  
       distraction when working on something in particular. 
 • Deliver complicated instructions in more than one mode. Check for understanding. 
 • Give choice and ownership. 
 • Make sure that your demonstrations and modelling are clear. 
 • Help students develop personalized mnemonics that match their learning style and  

    preferred modality. 
   • Aim for engagement. Motivation increases and self-regulation becomes easier.
 


